
 

At White Label Interiors, we have identified and committed to a specific workflow of 15 steps. As a result, our clients are 
confident that their project will progress in a straight forward and cohesive fashion. Experience has shown us that 

knowledge of standard procedures helps clients feel comfortable for the duration of the project; our goal is to make the 
design-build process an efficient and enjoyable one for our clients.  

 

Step 1: Consultation with Principal Designer 
This is an initial meeting to get to know one another and the project at 
hand. Stacy and the WLI team then create a Scope of Work & 
Design Agreement based specifically on your design/build project.  

Step 2: Scope of Work & Agreement Meeting  
We meet in our office to review and sign the aforementioned Scope of 
Work & Design Agreement. We also receive your retainer and begin 
working on the project. 

Step 3: Team Meeting 
Our initial team meeting will be between the Client, Architect, 
Builder, and WLI, the Designer. An additional Trade Day will be if 
necessary and determined by each project. During the team meeting 
we:  

● begin the client questionnaire and discuss overall aesthetics 
● walkthrough plans with the architect and builder 
● gather & assess on-site information (if applicable) such as 

measurements and photos 
● establish an appropriate timeline for the duration of the project 
● review the budget based on the builder estimates and 

allowances 

Step 4: Execution of Drawings and Sourcing 
This is the largest aspect of the project and is also outlined in various phases in the Scope of Work & Design Agreement. 
Using our own documentation process that has evolved over 12 years, we begin to layout each and every item your 
project will need -- floor plans and elevations, and sourcing materials, finishes, fabrics, and furnishings. Many weeks are 
spent within this step to outline as many selectins as possible and prepare a Specifications Schedule for the client & 
build team.  
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Documentation and Budget Review are constant within this step and may extend into Step 6 based on the project 
scope.  

Step 5: Presentation of Estimates and Furnishings/Materials 
This step has two objectives: 

● outline building materials & finishes in their final form 
● begin work not completed by the builder (i.e. furnishings, window treatments, etc.)  

At this meeting, we also collect deposits.  

Step 6: Placement of Orders 
This is the point of no return. We’re kidding, kind of. By this step, we expect that you’ll be so enamored with the progress 
of your project that we’re now moving full steam ahead.  

Step 7: Review of Updated Budget  
At this step, we will address any additional scope of work (“add-scope”) if necessary. Sometimes changes happen or 
stock availability requires re-selections, so this is a natural and expected part of the process. Along with the builder, we 
work to keep everyone abreast of the changes.  

Step 8: Initiation of Construction and Renovation  
We strive to have all selections available prior to the start of construction, though we recognize that in today’s building 
market – along with permit lead times – this is not always possible. This also varies greatly, depending on when White 
Label has been introduced to the project.  
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Step 9: Receipt of Order As Installation Period Continues 

Step 10: Furniture Installation and Styling  
This is the most exciting part of the project because we can all see the finished product take shape. Try to stay patient 
during the other steps because this is when all the hard work pays off.  

Step 11: Client Reveal  
We arrange a full installation process of all furnishings and accessories and is ultimately the best way to be welcomed into 
your new home.  
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Step 12: Deficiencies Walk Through  
Deficiencies can happen in every project so we address this as a critical step in the design process.  

Step 13: Resolving Deficiencies  

Step 14: Client Closure Meeting & Presentation of Final Invoice 
This part is bittersweet because, by this point, we have formed a close relationship with our clients. Some of these 
relationships continue on as friendships and many result in WLI working on subsequent projects. This step isn’t 
goodbye...it’s “see you soon!”  

Step 15: Presentation of Client Binder and Thank You 
The client binder is a resource of information that we present to the client at the end of each project. It is a catalog of all 
the materials, furnishings, appliances, and products used on a project, and also contains product information, care, and 
maintenance on the newly purchased items.  
 

 

Our team takes special care to address each step in a methodical and easy to 
understand way. Behind the scene, every step you see here leads to 10 other steps. 

That’s why you want White Label Interiors on your side, guiding you home.  
 
 

 START YOUR PROJECT! 
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http://www.whitelabelinteriors.com/contact

